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Summary

Summary of The Study

Introduction:

The main base in the society is the family and it is affected by the changes occurs in the society, it is also considered the most Presenting Social Patterns for the social changes that happens whatever the society is, and the main purpose for family is the social one.

Therefore the aims of parents treatment is amajor subject in this research which has several aspects and many views. Till today the research is continuing so the researcher decided to study abulia in relation with parents treatment techniques with teenagers of both genders. Parents treatment Techniques is important for setting the personalities of sons.

The treatment techniques defer from a family to another. Some families use the techniques of discussions with teenagers, take their opinions in consider and listen to them to express themselves freely. The way established on democracy and tolerance give the chance to grow up, be independent and gain self-confidence. Therefore the parents treatment techniques have a bigger role in influencing the teenagers will with force or weakness as their will is the Psychological System which consists of some psychological objects and components of thoughts, emotions, excitement and perception via the social growing up as one gains all experiences for the members of the family especially parents and recognizing concepts which control life and gain skills that have relation with dealing with others and with oneself among what he or she learns via social growing up, how to
gain his will mains how can he face something when he take a positive or a negative decision. With the above mentioned the importance of the parents treatment techniques for fathers and mothers in building the personalities of both genders. as the first seeds of the personality emerges in the family.

Therefore the way in which sons are dealt. inside the family has an effect in the next stages of life especially adolescence as a medium between childhood and adulthood, So it is the most important stages that is affected by the former and following. Therefore if the treatment is good, it brings up good children, but if it is dest or ted, it brings up confused children in the next stages like adolescence and adulthood.

Problem of The Study:

The Problem of The Study is present in the following interrogation:

1) - Is there a difference between the degrees of males and females in abulia
2) - Is there a relation between abulia and fathers treatment techniques for males teenagers.
3) - Is there a relation between abulia and fathers treatment techniques for females teenagers.
4) - Is there a relation between abulia and mothers treatment techniques for males teenagers.
5) - Is there a relation between abulia and mothers treatment techniques for females teenagers.
6) - Is it possible to predict with happening of abulia as a result of parent's following to wrong treatment techniques with teenagers.
Aims of The Study:

This study aims to:
1) Recognizing the difference between male and female teenagers with abulia.
2) Recognizing the relation between abulia and fathers' treatment techniques for male teenagers.
3) Recognizing the relation between abulia and fathers' treatment techniques for female teenagers.
4) Recognizing the relation between abulia and mothers' treatment techniques for male teenagers.
5) Recognizing the relation between abulia and mothers' treatment techniques for female teenagers.
6) Recognizing how parents following to wronge parent's treatment techniques with teenagers contributes with happening of abulia.

Importance of the study:

The importance of study comes when we know that adolescence comes with psychological and physiological changes when social perceptions rise. These changes affect psychological performance efficiency of parents in reinforcing the teenagers will. This study indicates a recente problem which is abulia and that enriches psychological heritage in the field where Arabic and foreign studies are rare to indicate abulia in relation with parents' treatment techniques.

Definition of Terms used in the present study:

This study depends on several terms: abulia, parents' treatment techniques, and adolescence.
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Statistic techniques used:

The researcher performed statistic treatment of data in this study using statistic program of social knowledge (spss,18)

a) - percentages, mediums and criteria digression for describing the study sample.

b) - Alpha factor and halph split to identify the study tools.

c) - Burson Linking criterion analysis.

d) - T-test.

e) - Simple line regression analysis.

f) - Discovering factor analyse . with method of main components.

Limits of the study:

The ability to generalizing the results of this study depend on:

A) Human limits: They are presented in the features of the studye sample which is arandom sample of teenagers of preparatory and secondary students who suffer from abulia and disorder in parents treatment techniques.

B) Geographical limits (places): They are presented in the place of the study which is some government and private schools in tow Admenstrations of fayoum and Senowres.
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C) Time limits: They are presented in the time when the study was performed during years 2011/2012.

literature Review:

A theoretical aspect is set to give theoretical illustration for abulia, parents treatment techniques, adolescence. The previous study had abulia and parents treatment techniques.

Hypotheses:

1) There are no differences with statistic sign between the medium degrees of males and females with abulia.

2) There is no statistic connection between abulia and fathers treatment techniques with males teenagers by total score and subordinate dimensions.

3) There is no statistic connection between abulia and fathers treatment techniques with females teenagers by total score and subordinate dimensions.

4) There is no statistic connection between abulia and mothers treatment techniques with males teenagers by total score and subordinate dimensions.

5) There is no statistic connection between abulia and mothers treatment techniques with females teenagers by total score and subordinate dimensions.

6) Possible prediction with happening abulia as a result of parent's following to Wrong parent's treatment techniques with their teenagers of both genders.
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**Method of the study:**

The study depended on description curriculum with its two aspects connective and comparative ones.

**Sample of the study:**

The basic sample of this study consisted of 482 students of preparatory and secondary schools with its two braches scientific and literary, from government and privateschools in tow Admenstrations ofFayoum and Senowres.

These sample include 249 males with amedium (20,77) and criteric digression (82,23) , 233 from females with amedium (15,24) and criteric digression (2,17).

**The study tools:**

The current tools consists of the following scales

1) The scale of abulia for teenagers( the researcher’s preparation)

2) The scale of parent’s treatment techniques picture (A,B) (Ibrahim Kashkoush, 1982).

**Procedures:**

The Procedures was formed depending on the following steps:

1)-Performing aprimer plan for the study.
2)- Making a survey for the previous studies and researches (Arabic and English) that dealt with the study variety.

3)- Preparing the theoretical shapes for the study variable.

4)- Applying the study tools and making sure of its stability and seriousness via choosing the proper criteria design for the study species according to age and gender.

5)- Defining the species on which the study will be performed.

6)- Applying the study tools on the primer species to check how suitable are the tools for the age of the study species.

7)- Applying the study tools on the main species to get data.

8)- Collecting the study data to classify it according to the study changes.

9)- Statistical proceeding for the data using suitable statistical techniques.

10)- Concluding results to discuss and illustrate them.

11)- Give study recommendations and suggestions for more researches and studies.

Results of the study:

The study results give us the following results:

1) There are no statistically significant differences between means scores males and females in abulia for the sample as a whole.
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1) There is no statistically significant mutual relationship between abulia and parents treatment techniques with males teenagers in the subordinate dimensions to parents treatment techniques scale picture (A). Also, there is no statistically significant mutual relationship between abulia and parents treatment techniques to fatherson the whole score.

2) There is a negative relationship at the indicate level (.05) between abulia and parents neglection style for the female teenagers, there is appositive connection at the level (.05) between abulia and parents following for (cruelty and psychological pain stimulation) with their daughter teenagers. While there is no mutual relationship between abulia for female teenagers and parents following for techniques of (authority, over protection, pempering, ascillation, discrimination and normality).

3) There is a positive relationship at the indicate level (.01) between abulia and mothers neglection style for male teenagers. There is a positive relationship at the indicate level (.05) between abulia and mothers pempering style for male teenagers. There is appositive neglection at the level (.01) between abulia and the whole degree for male teenagers on the scale of parents treatment techniques (mother’s picture).

4) There is no mutual relationship between abulia and mothers treatment techniques for her female teenagers in the subordinate dimensions to parents treatment techniques scale picture (B). Also, there is no statistically significant
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mutual relationship between abulia and parents treatment techniques to motherson the whole score.

6) possible to predicte happening of abulia as aresult of parent's following to Wrong treatment techniques with their teenagers of both genders.